Stevens Magic Exclusives
Coin Thru Bill
Exponential
Morgan
Incredible price coupled with
incredible quality, topped off by
something truly unique and
amazing! We have NEVER seen
a gaff like this before. This is a
custom MORGAN REPLICA
crafted coin made by hand
by John Jurney. We are excited to be working with
John again exclusively… NO QUESTION this will be a
TOP Seller at Stevens Magic for a long time to come.
Previous versions have never pushed the barriers like this
product has. You can actually show the coin on “both”
sides of the bill! There is no way to dispute that the coin
has visually penetrated the bill. Equally there is no way to
dispute that, when handed out at the end of the
performance, the bill is fully intact!
NOTE: Features TWO Morgan high quality replica Coins (one gimmicked and
one regular), that look and feel so real it will even fool you!

45

$

Coin Coalition
Eisenhower
If you’re looking for something unique
and different, you have found it with
John Jurney’s Coin Coalition. Each
set comes with video links where you
can watch the tutorial.
With this set, you can vanish and make coins reappear as well as perform various
transpositions. Eisenhower Coins Changes to 1 Yen Coins VISUALLY!
This is a complete package that will allow you to
perform miracles at any given moment. The
routines range from beginner to advanced and
John takes you through step-by-step instructions.
Productions—Vanishes—Transpositions—Coins
Jumping from Hand to Hand! Highly Visual Magic
that is tried and tested by John himself.

Special Price...$90

2
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Gimpy’s Done It Again

Gimpy’s Old Time
Square

The first square circle that can satisfy
the “packs flat— plays big” dream of
magicians. Previous versions of Square
Circles, while crowd favorites, usually
featured outdated designs. In addition,
they were bulky to transport.
At ABRACORNABRA 2017, in the
dealer room, I saw Gimpy’s Old
Time Square and loved it! First, the
design has a classic look. Second, for
the first time it folds up for much easier
transport. Third, it allows for a very
impressive load chamber. In summary,
Gimpy’s version of the classic Square
Circle features a more sophisticated
look with updated features.
Similar to Mark Wilson’s Allakazam Hat, the load can be hidden at the start
behind the four panel outer box. Thus, both boxes can be shown empty before
they are placed on the base.
The load chamber is a massive 8.5 x 4.5 inches—big enough for a huge load of
silks as well as a small fish bowl.
Everything including the load chamber folds flat in a 2-inch tall stack. Total size is
7 x 7 x 11 inches tall. Each
unit is crafted by Gimpy from
walnut and maple, and
features accented 18 karat
gold leaf details. The inside is
covered in black velvet so the
illusion is possible in even the
most demanding light
conditions. We tested it in our
photo studio and it reminded
us how powerfully deceiving
black art magic can be. The
base of each unit is
hallmarked. Please note this item is available in very limited quantities, as each
unit is crafted by the man himself!

350

$

Check our website for other
SME Exclusive Gimpy products!
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Stevens Magic Exclusive

Deluxe
Close-Up
Pads
2 Versions

Large

Small

Large & Small
Designed for magicians
by magicians. Finally,
a quality close-up pad
that is portable and
easily transferable. From one
gig to the next, you can
quickly and easily go from one
show to the next. In fact, you
can even “table hop” with one
of these pads! Try picking up
the rigid and extended pad
even with some props still on
it and move it from one table
to the next—no problem!

This bifold design is very nice
because it keeps things very simple and allows the performer to fold it out like a
book and go to business with the performance. Even better, it makes for easy
breakdown by folding the pad back in its protective position in between shows.
This means your performance area and pad are protected and not exposed when
pad is not in use.
These pads are designed to solve a lot of problems with the current versions on the
market. It’s high-quality construction all the way. It features a sturdy design and
quality materials and at the risk of being redundant—was designed by magicians
for magicians in every manner. Crafted with suede leather and high-quality fabrics...
it has the feel of quality.
It also features a better degree of
“cushion” than other pads, which helps
provide a more visual pop for some coin
effects and aids in performing some
sleights. These pads are available in two
sizes and two colors. Large is 24 x 18
inches and Small is 18 x 12 inches.
Colors available are burgundy and
black.

Small (18 x 12 inches)...$75
Large (24 x 18 inches)...$85
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Petrie-Lewis Presents...
Mysterious
Cabinet

The second Dean of American Magicians,
Frederick Eugene Powell, sketched what he
called the “Mysterious Cabinet” in his journal
dated in the early 1870s.
The cabinet utilized the principle known as
“black art,” giving the appearance of an empty
cabinet. This principle has been used in many
effects, from square circles to professional stage
illusions.
Made of beautiful walnut with large claw feet
and brass hardware.

Made in the USA and in limited qualities.
A quality P&L item.

198

$

More P&L Items
Available at
Stevens Magic

Billiard Ball Stand ----------------- $449
Brass Chinese Sticks ------------ $149
Phantom Tube ----------------------- $45
Six Shot Lota ------------------------- $50
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Magic Wagon Presents...

Dragon’s Chamber

The performer displays a beautifully
decorated cabinet. The front and back
doors are removed, revealing a length
of golden ribbon running through it.
Both ends can be seen protruding out
from the slots in the sides of the
cabinet. The ribbon is now pulled
back and forth a few times by the
wooden clips attached to either end,
showing that only one length of
ribbon is used. The performer now
takes a pair of scissors and cuts the
ribbon into two pieces. He then takes
both ends of the cut golden ribbon
and touches them on the dragon
sculpture inside the cabinet while
telling a story about the healing power
of the dragon. The doors are now
closed, but the ends of the ribbon can still be seen protruding from the slots in the
sides of the cabinet and remaining in full view. The performer now removes the
wooden clips, pulls one end of the golden ribbon as the other end moves back
inside, just as you would expect! The ribbon is then completely removed and found
to be fully restored! Both the front and back doors are again removed to show that
the interior of the cabinet is completely empty.
This beautiful piece of magic is based on the original idea from Alan Warner’s
Siamese Ribbon, but the cabinet has been ingeniously re-designed by a Dutch
magician named Rebru so that it can now be viewed from all sides!
The Dragon’s Chamber measures approximately 4.8 x 4 x 3 inches (12cms
wide, 10cms high and 8cms deep). The entire outfit is extremely detailed, and
each set has been painstakingly and
individually hand-crafted by our own
exclusive artist.
The photos really do not do justice to
this very elaborate piece of magic
apparatus! This is, without question, one
of the finest and most exquisitely detailed
“Cut & Restored Ribbon” effects ever
produced. It is absolutely stunning in
appearance! As with all Magic
Wagon pieces, limited availability.

250

$
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Magic Wagon Presents...
Da Vinci
Clock
The per for mer displays a
beautiful wooden cabinet and
opens it to reveal two clock face
dials—one for minutes and the
other for hours. While the
performer’s back is turned, a
spectator is invited to set both
clock dials to any numbers they
wish and then close the cabinet.
The per for mer now tur ns
around, shows the clock on all
sides to prove that it is absolutely
opaque and solid, and
immediately announces the
chosen time!
• It’s entirely self-contained with
no electronics or outside
gimmicks used in any way!
• The effect can be performed
in full view and the clock never
leaves the sight of the
spectator, not even for an
instant!
• It can be immediately repeated
with a different outcome!
Hundreds of hours have gone
into the development of this
mechanical marvel. The internal brass work mechanism has been cleverly designed
and constructed. The method is also absolutely ingenious and works completely
differently from the classic Wonder Clock.
The cabinet measures approximately 7 x 5 x 1.4 inches (18.5cms wide, 13cms
high and 3.5cms deep), and has been completely handcrafted from natural aged
teak wood with a lightly distressed oil finish. This magnificent-looking table-type
clock also features exquisite craftsmanship throughout, as shown by the marvelously
segmented contrasting hard wood construction and beautiful brass engraved clockface dials.

295

$
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Unknown Mentalist Presents...
Skullptor

A participant is asked to imagine buying a
lottery ticket. She even gets to choose a lotto
number. From here on she is asked to imagine
a series of special events like winning the
lottery, celebrating by drinking a beverage,
travelling to a holiday destination, participating
in an adventure activity and finally gambling
in a casino where she wins with the help of
her lucky card. And to the utter amazement
of the participant, without her having to say
or write down anything, the performer reveals
all her thoughts.
This is an absolute killer. The method is a classic beauty and a lovely combination
of extraordinary elegance, elementary ease and powerful impact. It is made possible
with the use of a single small gimmick, which is the size of a poker-size playing
card which you can always carry in your wallet/pocket. Clean, direct and always
hits 100% of the time. A professionally produced, high-quality gimmick, 3.5 x 2.5
inches, is included. This will last you many years. Also included is a high quality,
parlor version of the gimmick of size 7 x 5 inches, which will also last you hundreds
of performances. You only have to supply any ordinary pocket notepad and that,
too, is optional.
Once you hand over the gimmick to the participant, you will not touch it again. It
is fully examinable before, during and after the performance. The main effect is
instantly repeatable with a different outcome for a different participant. It can even
be performed for multiple participants simultaneously. The MAIN ROUTINE
has the following features—nothing to reset. This does not use the
swami gimmick or the unswami principle. There are no peeks, no
switches, no impressions, no sleights, no stooges, no preshow, no
anagrams, no math, no forces and absolutely no electronics or
technology. There is no tearing, no instant stooging, no dual reality
and nothing to memorize.
This is almost like impromptu. If you have the gimmick with you, it can be performed
anytime, anywhere to anyone. In fact, from the participant’s point of view, this
will appear totally propless. The method is so easy that you can start performing
10 minutes after reading the instructions. The entire performance process takes
not more than a minute but the presentation can be longer or shorter depending
on your performance style, of course. This can be a reputation maker for you.
Do not purchase this product unless you have an e-mail address—
combination download with the physical product.

30

$
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Can’t Believe It!
Ultimate
Dancing Cane
A standard theatrical rule... when emotion gets too much
for words, we sing. When emotion gets too much for
song, we dance!
What more can I say? This is the lightest, most beautiful
wooden cane ever made for the professional magic
market.
The new edition is so light—about 2 ounces! That’s a
third the weight of a Creekmore Cane.
This means that the “stuff” that holds it up can ALMOST
be invisible. It has to be seen to be believed. IT LOOKS
EXACTLY LIKE a 34.5 inch WEATHERED, ANTIQUE
CANE and is so beautiful you’ll want to weep and then
dance with it when you see it.

100

$

Akkelian Envelopes
Any word, any number, any simple
drawing—No matter what you ask your
spectator to write down, you can read their
mind! Taught to you by the creator himself,
Bedros “Spidey” Akkelian, in 30
minutes of HD instructional video.
Although the possible applications are
endless, we have included two full routines
that Spidey uses in his professional work.
Includes 20 gimmicked envelopes and 5 ungimmicked envelopes.
Special thanks to Simon De Ladurantaye (original design) and Eric Dittelman
(additional thoughts and handling).
“If James Bond decided to become a mentalist, this is the envelope Q would
design for him.” –- Richard Sanders

25

$
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Brand New—Svenpad

SvenPad® Picasso
2 Versions

Tri-Section & Standard
For those who demand the very best!
This product has been constructed
from the highest quality, heavy-duty
and sturdy materials. Naturally, to
achieve this, the product costs are
much higher—but if you want a prop
that will last for years and become one
of your signature routines—it’s an
incredible value. Any worker will
understand this.
Introducing SvenPad® Picasso. For
the first time ever, we have taken a
genuine Canson art pad from France
and remade it into an incredible new
SvenPad® masterpiece for stage &
cabaret per for mers. This is for
WORKERS! It is for performers who
demand the absolute best from their props, needing a heavy-duty, sturdy product
that will stand up to hundreds of performances!
YOU WILL BE AMAZED… THIS ONE IS A STUNNER. PRODUCT
DIMENSIONS: 11 x 14 inches. This is a very heavy duty and sturdy pad, and will
be available in 2 cool styles:
TRI-SECTION VERSION—This is a totally unique and brilliant design with three
layers of deception. The pad is Tri-Sectioned, allowing three separate forces or
predictions. Each section may be independently flipped and shown to be different.
Tri-Sectioned version features three sections with 60 pages.
STANDARD VERSION—The pad is
SOLID (similar to previous SvenPads)
and contains 60 single pages.
Use the SvenPad Picasso for an
incredibly fair and visual confabulation
routine, or add drawings of differing
features or colors. The Picasso is a
blank canvas for your ideas.
.

125 each

$
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Brand New—Svenpad

ØD
SvenPad® KØ
Purple Haze

Limited Edition (Single)
Grab some of the new SvenPad KøD
limited edition purple pads. These have
all the same features and precision
quality you have come to expect in the
KøD line—with a brand new cover
design and single hole punch that adds
another layer of deception.
• Only 200 made.
• Purple color will not be repeated.
• All new cover design with single hole
punch at the top.
• Built-in 37 psychological force at three
areas of cover.
• FREE specific pen from Stevens Magic
with purchase.
The SvenPad® KøD represents a quantum leap in the world renowned SvenPad®
lineup with the world’s FIRST spiral binding SvenPad.®
The SvenPad® KøDpads (5 x 3 inches) are the “pick of the litter”—the finest and
most deceptive SvenPads® EVER created.
Behold the innocent little memo pad you’ve known since childhood, but reborn as
an incredible SvenPad®. Built from scratch, from the ground up, with an all-new
insane SPIRAL binding that (oh so innocently) hides the forcing secrets within.
Open the pad 180 degrees and the glued seam appears to be held by the spiral
binding.
NO hype. NO exaggerations. NO expense has been spared in creating this ultimate
SvenPad®. This is the best and easiest handling SvenPad® of the entire lineup –
you will FEEL the difference immediately.
Each package comes with full instructions and a phenomenal custom SvenPad®
routine by the late Master Mentalist, Bob Cassidy. You also get mentalist Michael
Murray’s incredible SvenPads® PDF of cool new ideas!

25

$

Check out website for more
SvenPad mental magic!
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
PK Artifacts

3 Versions
Skull, Scarab & Brain
From Jimmy’s PROP SHOP! In addition to
looking totally awesome these custom crafted
magnetic props are very strong and useful with
other PK magnets and detection devices.
Add something truly unique and memorable to
your PK effects! Perfect for divinations as these
special props contain strong magnets such that
they can be hidden in felt bags, large envelops
and or depending on the strength your PK device
held in a spectators’’ closed fist.
Bill Montana, Steve Drury, Stan Bialowas,
Robert Marsi and Tony Iacovillo are just
some of the workers who appreciate Jimmy’s
hard work and you will too!
Note: Item does “NOT” come with instructions.
The Black Skull contains the strongest magnet.
Each comes in a jute bag for storage.

Skull...$25
Brain...$16
Scarab...$16

Ken Brooke’s

Tamariz Rabbits
An entertaining routine with such a cute
story. Audiences of all ages will love it.
A white rabbit appears in a previously
empty top hat. An apple appears and
then is seen to be just an apple core.
The next time we see the rabbit in the
hat, he is green from eating the apple!
A classic effect by Juan Tamariz,
comes complete with Michael Close’s
routine and washable plastic cards. See Juan’s performance on our website.

Poker Size...$20
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Robert
Frederico’s

Tornado
Card

Spin and levitate a
playing card on your
finger tips and hands
just like on the video! Show off your dexterity
and skill just like a “Flashy Card Magician!”
Tornado Force makes it easy!
Mesmerize your audience by levitating a playing
card on your hand while spinning it!
Pass a folded dollar-bill or pen under the spinning
playing card and watch the reaction on your
spectators!
The precisely balanced playing card and gimmicks
make it all possible.
Attach your own favorite playing card, if desired,
with the enclosed gimmicks and mimic one of
those very sensational and very popular Fidget
Spinners!
Bonus effect is included! Spin and levitate
your own Fidget spinner! Awe your audience
by using your own LED lighted spinner!
Totally visual magic for everyone regardless
of skill level.

25

$

Check out other Robert Frederico items
exclusively from at Stevens Magic!
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Quality Coin Magic!
Morgan Flipper
Coin Set

A beautiful Flipper coin with matching Morgan dollar.
This set allows you to do some remarkable Magic;
penetrations, vanishes, productions and more. The use
of a Flipper coin is legion and I am sure you will find
many uses for this great set.
You receive 1 Morgan (Replica) Flipper Coin,
elastic bands and 1 matching Morgan coin.
Note: Both of these items are “replicas” and not real Morgan Coins. But they are
so amazingly realistic, you won’t believe your eyes!

55

$

Palming Coins
These are Dollar-sized palming coins. Viking has spared no
expense in bringing the magic fraternity one of the finest
Palming Coins ever produced. A beautiful replica of a Liberty
Dollar. Reeded edges for gripping; thin profile so that you
can stack them easily for productions.
Coins are made from zinc material, heavily plated in bright
nickel. This lightweight coin makes a very distinct and loud
sound when dropped into a coin pail. Their brightly polished
surface will reflect light so that the coins can be seen even in
the largest of auditoriums.
Note: Palming Coins sold by the dozen only. Each set
comes in a velveteen bag and each coin is individually housed
in a ziplock plastic coin bag.

30

$

Shell

1882 Morgan Dollar Shell
& Coin Set
An exquisite 1882 Morgan Dollar Shell and Coin
Set at a fraction of the cost of original silver sets.
You receive four Morgan Dollars and one Morgan
expanded shell. This is a beautiful reproduction set,
custom stamped and engineered to look and
function like the original silver set. So well made
that I doubt a coin expert could tell the difference unless closely
examined. Expanded shell (see top photo), features long lip with
milled edges. This set is being offered at a fraction of the cost of
its silver counterparts. We guarantee your satisfaction or your
money back.

60

$
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Fabulous Cards Effects

Fatal Attraction

Another name for this effect is English
Card Box. A great card-producing box.
A wonderful addition to any card arsenal.
Slide the lid open and show the interior
empty. Close and when opened again you
now find 4-5 cards. It’s as simple as that.
Al Cohen has given us a very good routine
which is included in this effect, as well as
other ideas. Very nicely produced in 2tone woods.

45

$

Stop Trick
Long off the market, the Val Evans Stop Trick
has been considered one of the classics in card
control effects. It is a wonderful prediction effect
that mystifies and entertains!
A standard deck of playing cards, a length of
ribbon and a simple wooden houlette are
displayed. Two cards are selected by audience
members and the cards returned to the deck.
A ribbon is placed over the top of the houlette,
followed by the deck of cards which pushes the
ribbon downward. The face or bottom of the
deck is visible through the hole in the back of
the houlette; top (or back) of the deck faces the
brass clip.
The card at the face of the deck is partially lifted
so that it may be confirmed that this was not
one of the selected cards. Now the top card of the deck is lifted, and it too, proves
to be an indifferent card. The houlette is now turned so that the back of the cards
face the audience. One by one, the cards are removed, each card being placed
behind a clip at the font of the houlette. At ANYTIME, the spectator can call
“STOP!” The cards are removed from the clip and shown to be all different. “You
could have stopped me at any of these. But you chose this precise moment to
shout, STOP.” The performer pulls outward on the ribbon from both ends and the
entire deck rises out of the houlette. The spectator, himself, is allowed to remove
the very next card and it proves to be the selected card! The effect may be repeated
with a second card.

A Best Seller!

59

$
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Brand New From Magic Latex
Deluxe
Magic Cake

An exact replica of a chocolate and
cream cake, made in latex. Ideal to
produce/vanish at birthday parties,
weddings, anniversaries, etc. Totally
hand crafted with great care to detail.
Looks like a real tasty cake from less
than one meter away.
The cake can appear from the elegant
gift box or from a paper bag. It
measures 16.5 cm (6.5 inches) in
height and 16.5 cm (6.5 inches) in
diameter, and can be used with the
majority of dove pans.
You will receive: one decorated and painted latex cake, one great quality gift
box (brown and beige), two small candles, one golden cardboard plate, a brown
bag, one certificate of authenticity and a video tutorial with advice on how to use
and present the effects (video link).
You can start to amaze with this delicious cake as soon as you receive it. It works
easily and is totally automatic. A quality product presented with much elegance,
and that you can employ in most social events.
A well-maintained latex product lasts up to 15 years. Store your products in closed
and dark spaces. Do not expose to sunlight and to extreme temperatures, for long
periods of time. When long term storage is required, sprinkle feet powder on
them. That will make the useful life of your products much longer!
NOTE: Each one of our products is totally handcrafted. The entire manufacturing
process is done by our crew’s hands, from the initial assembly of the molds to the
finishing paint coat. Therefore, colors can vary slightly from the ones on the
advertisement’s pictures.

75

$

Check out the many other
Magic Latex items
from Stevens Magic!
16
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Thank You!

From One Of Our Customer
s...
Customers
Just a short note. Over the last several years I’ve purchased several items
from Stevens. Only on this last one did I have questions. Wanted you to
know that Marcia was great to work with. One question she couldn’t
answer she had had a young magician call me (I just can’t remember his
name – I was on my daily bike run when he called) and he answered the
questions. Long story short my table arrived within a couple of days and
it’s everything promised. Your staff is great, they represent you perfectly,
and they were a pleasure to talk with. Having been in business for a long
time and many years in the Marines I know people. You have some good
ones. One always hears the bad so I thought I’d bring you some god
news. Many thanks.
Sincerely, Vince
Vincent F. Mannella, P.E.
Colonel USMCR (Retired)

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog or from
SME103017)
www.stevensmagic.com (use Code: SME103017
Offer cannot be used in combination with any other promotion or
special. Some items are non-discountable or listed as a special
price, these are not eligible for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!
Expires October 30, 2017

Remember YOU must MENTION the coupon to use it! It is
NOT given automatically, and will not be applied retroactively!
Coupon Code: SME103017
2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 z (316) 683-9582 z FAX (316) 686-2442 z Magic@StevensMagic.com z www.stevensmagic.com
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Minimum Ship Charges:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $7.50
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total
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Too Good To Miss!

Killer Clowns

Gemini Artifacts is proud to present
Howard Blackwell’s Killer Clowns.
This audience-tested effect that has
been performed thousands of times
by Blackwell, is now brought to you
in this 24-card edition.
These cards were specifically designed
for training within the division of
Behavior Analysis (Unit-2 Violent
Crimes) at the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. The test administrator
would ask each cadet to allow their
feeling to lead the way and proclaim if each picture gave a good feeling or perhaps a
bad one.
The administrator would place them in separate piles. The piles would then be turned
over to reveal that indeed the cadet had sorted the piles perfectly!
Killer Clowns comes complete with the 24 cards as well as a full detailed manual that
explains the effect in detail.

40

$

Sparrow
Tony’s first release, Block Buster, was a
huge success. We now bring to the magic
world Tony’s brand-new effect, Sparrow.
Sparrow is a super clean, visually
stunning piece of magic.
You will receive the custom-made
gimmicks, a specially printed card box and
two knockout routines.
Here is the effect...A card is selected and signed. The card is replaced anywhere in
the deck. The deck is replaced back inside the card case. You explain you will use the
spade from the center of the card box to find their signed card. In the blink of an eye,
the SPADE vanishes from the card box. The deck is removed from the box. The
SAME BOX is handed to your spectator, IT IS FULLY EXAMIMABLE. The cards are
dealt one at a time, and all the backs are shown. There is one card now with a spade
on the back. Yes, it’s the SIGNED CARD.
No Flaps - No Magnets - No Elastic - A Brilliant Method

30

$
20
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See It To Believe It!

Sight Unseen Case

The hottest utility item in decades!
You receive a business card case that looks
completely normal, but allows invisible
access from the outside to the inside. It
can be handled completely normally and
casually and will not reveal its workings. It
is very low tech—so nothing can go wrong.
The access is built into the design of the
case and allows for literally hundreds of
effects and applications. You can perform
nail (or boon) writing, pocket writing, billet
switches, loading and unloading billets,
peeks and glimpses of written material, double writing applications, as well as
dozens of others that have yet to be discovered.
Your case comes with a 20 page booklet of some of Mark Strivings’ handlings, as
well as descriptions of several techniques that will allow for any number of original
effects. Finally available again! Black only!

65

$

Force 4

2 Sizes—Standard & Mini
Originally designed for Wayne’s own chair
test “Signs of Chaos“. FORCE 4 can be
used in many types of routines. Serious
Mentalists and magicians in general will find
a use for FORCE 4 in their act and now
available in 2 sizes!!
The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and show four
envelope. As he passes along a line of four spectator, each
one chooses an envelope. The spectators have an
absolutely FREE choice of any envelope. EVERY choice
is under the performer’s control... Imagine the possibilities!
FORCE 4 does exactly what the name suggests... it allows
you to force four envelope or folded papers in a very fair
manner.
Full contents include: Simple Chair Test, The Name
Test, Color Test, Mystery Bag and Bank Night Bonus. Body
Language with Force 4, Signs of Chaos— Wayne Rogers,
Character Eye’s—For School Shows by Jim Kleefeld, and
Foreword —For Library Shows by Jim Kleefeld.

Force 4 Standard...$145

Force 4 Mini...$120
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True Classics With A Twist
Electric
$100.00 Bills

The Electric Deck has always been a favorite of
magicians and spectators. It shows dexterity,
uniqueness and skill by the performer. Always
creates a sensation when properly presented in a
normal act or for great comedy! (Further details
below.)
The Electric $100.00 Bills work with the same
principle as the Electric Deck. (Also sold at Stevens
Magic—check website for details and price!) They cascade
from one hand to the other in stunning sequence.
The nice thing about this is NO skill is needed. It’s always
in the handling. The bills fall from one hand to the other
like a waterfall.
And the $100.00 bills look like original bills from
a distance. You will have fun just playing with these
items.

45

$

The Greatest Krazy
Kard...Of All
A professional SPOT card that goes beyond any other
similar card effect! A WONDERFUL STAND UP or
STAGE EFFECT! Easy to per for m. Great
entertainment for ALL audiences and a fooler as well!
Up to EIGHT changes! Professionally made for
professionals.
Self working.
Splendid
entertainment—Don’t miss this one.
Krazy Kard is expertly made with high quality
materials. A quick comedy routine. You start by
showing three spots on one side and four spots on
the other side. Then you find the spots multiplying
with six spots on one side and only one on the other
side. You are really surprised when you turn the card
over again and discover you now have eight spots!

47.50

$
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Great For Comedy Shows
Instant Art

One of the best tricks ever produced by
Supreme Magic. And, one of the best kids'
routines ever! In these days of instant
everything, from coffee to communication,
why not Instant Art?
Explain that you sent away for the Instant
Art Do It Yourself Art Course. And,
here's what you got: A Giant Envelope with
a cutout in front, so you can see what's inside.
The envelope is brightly silk screened. A big,
11x15-inch black and white drawing, done
on heavy card stock. A multi-color silk
streamer.
Here's what happens: Place the drawing
in the envelope. It remains in full view, thanks
to the cutout in the envelope. Explain that
you will use the silk streamer to color the
drawing! Wave the streamer in the air and it
changes to solid black!! The colors are all
gone! When you remove the drawing from
the envelope, it has become completely
colored! A real splash of colors! Instant Art is a great routine for kid’s shows,
adult shows—all shows!
Beautifully printed. Complete with silk streamer. Please Note: This is not the
Supreme Magic version but a later production.

60

$

Giant 3 1/2 Clubs
The magician brings out this giant card and is
holding it with the back to the audience and says
that he'll find a card equivalent to one half of a
card selected by the spectator. But since the
spectator selected the 7 of Clubs, this feat proves
difficult. Until the magician turns card and it is
the 3 1/2 of Clubs! A simple force of a 7 of
Clubs from a regular deck will get you there...
We supply the specially printed card (no
instructions). Approximately 9 x 14-inches
(approximately 23cm x 35.5cm).

Perfect Gag Card!

12.50

$
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Ken Brooke Magic

Ken’s Crazy Nut

By David Beckley...Where a nut
mysteriously comes off the screw while
covered up with a handkerchief. Yes,
that’s right! You show a screw with a
nut screwed half way on. Cover it up
with the handkerchief. Wave your hands
over the “hank” and open the “hank” and—
lo and behold—the nut is now off the screw and
laying side by side. NOW for the “killer”! You now screw the nut back onto the bolt
and ask a spectator IF they would like to pull them apart? A spectator now covers
them both with the “hank” and upon removing the “hank” it has happened again!
Comes complete with all you need plus Ken’s instructions. No sleight-of-hand
necessary, you just have to get used to the working. Can be repeated at once!
Featured by Paul Daniels in his BBC TV series.

22.50

$

Ken’s Comedy
Rope Trick
Good comedy tricks are hard
to come by, but here is one that
is a surefire laughter raiser
every time!
Ideal for stage, parlor, compere
and kids. We won’t tell you
the whole routine, but after a
series of gags with the rope,
the magician ties a slip knot in
the rope and slides the knot to
one end of the rope.
Explaining that if the knot slips
one way, it should slip the other
way. WATCH—slowly the
knot climbs up the rope to
the waiting hand which
catches the knot.
A laugh every time with the added bonus of it appearing
magical. Precision apparatus for surefire working every
time. Even if you do not normally use comedy tricks,
don’t miss out on Ken’s Comedy Rope Trick. Comes
complete with rope and two reels (1 extra just in case).

45

$
24
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Tricks To Get Laughs

Pete Biro’s

Plumber’s Poles
Pete Biro has taken the best of two effects, the Chinese Sticks and the Histed Sticks
(commonly knows as the Pom Pom Sticks) and produced a prop and routine that
spells ENTERTAINMENT. Millions have bought the “slum” versions of the Chinese
Sticks, but when they see this version they are baffled because they don’t have to be
tilted to work. These are “no-tilt”, “no-work” sticks made from items obtained at a
plumbing supply store, to give them the impromptu look, and like Ken Brooke said,
“They are a funny prop and set up the laughs before you even do the routine.”
Developed from an original concept of Terry Seabrooke and brought to completion
by Pete Biro. Great as an MC filler, trade show item for a hardware or plumbing
supply firm or any Do-It-Yourself outfit. Also known as Plumber’s Sticks.

52.50

$

Deluxe Glitter
Pom Pom Stick
The Pom Pom stick is a classic. The
performer pulls down a pom pom on
one side, and one on the other side
goes up! When there are two long
strings, the stick is pulled apart to
show that there is no connection
between them. You’ll get loads of fun
and laughter with the Pom Pom
Stick. The stick is 15 inches long
and the pom poms are 2 inches in
diameter. Colors vary on stick.

40

$
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Fabulous Predictions

Perfect Prediction
Dice (6 Dice)

Professional Quality 100% Accurate
Magnetic Transparent Dice! Why pay
$175 for a pair of dice when you get SIX
gimmicked dice! You can 100% force any
two numbers! Your mark or spectators will
NEVER see anything suspicious. Opaque
dice are MUCH easier to gimmick, but
this set of six precision transparent loaded
dice is available at an incredible price and are highly endorsed by SME.
Perfect Prediction Dice for Clear Prediction Ladder is a set of six dice—
each 12 mm. Two dice can be thrown onto the ladder at the same time. Both
the gimmicked face and the other five non-gimmicked faces are fabricated in the
same way. Spectators can thoroughly examine the dice and they will not notice
the gimmick. Prior to the effect, they may throw the dice to be sure they are
“normal.” And, spectators may place the dice onto the ladder themselves.
Available in two colors (RED and BLUE)—includes 6 gimmicked dice per package.
IMPORTANT: The Clear Prediction Ladder does NOT come standard with
the dice BUT is available separately—see below!

169

$

Clear Prediction Ladder
Loaded dice sold separately (see above) available in
Perfect Prediction in red and blue. This is only the
Ladder that is specially gimmicked in a very clever
way that will allow you to utilize magnetic loaded
dice. Disclaimer: This ladder is for use with 12 mm
dice.
Get the precise dice numbers you want every
time! By using these transparent items—glass, base
and ladder—with translucent dice (sold separately),
your predictions will be spot on! You can do this on
a normal table or instruct a spectator to hold the
ladder. Prior to the effect, spectators may throw the
dice to be sure they are “normal.” And, spectators
may place the dice onto the ladder themselves.
This is completely different from previous dice
towers. Everything is clear and except for the actual glass cup, it is made from
PLEXI-GLASS! Comes with a glass, flat base and a ladder.

119

$
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Very Cleverly Done
Age Test
NO Memorization!
You display seven small cards, each has a variety
of numbers printed on them. Ask someone to
think of their age as you deal the plastic cards to
the table. And they
'SAY YES' if their
age in somewhere
on one of the seven cards. You do not even look at
these cards as you deal them. When all seven cards
have been dealt, you name their age! Better yet,
have someone pick any number from 1-99.

15

$

Spotty
An empty bag is shown and then two
handkerchiefs magically appear—one
black, one white. Then they change
color... the black is now white and the
white, black! Ok, not convinced, let's
make spots appear... black on the black,
white on the white! Ok, let's try again...
now the black spots are on the white
and visa versa! But wait! I think one is
missing... Spot! Where are you? The bag
is turned inside out and there is the face of our dog, “Spot”!

Great Comedy!

30

$

Available Again!

Jumbo Comedy
Split Deck

Funny—Fabulous Comedy
Now you can do your favorite card trick for
the largest audience. Available in highly
visible, jumbo-size! Bicycle-backed cards only.
An excellent audience participation effect.
Laughs—Suspense—Entertaining—A
prediction—Easy to do!
Split deck with a kicker, “Oh, Dear,” selected
halves don’t match, but YOUR prediction does. Highly entertaining!
“I use this in every show!” --Joe Stevens

47.50

$
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Mark Mason Presents...
The Justice Pad

Instantly reveal any number, any word, any
picture in the cleanest, fairest manner possible.
A 6 x 4 inch, spiral-bound note pad is given to
your spectator. While you look away, the
spectator writes any number and then tears the
page out. The paper is folded several times and
the pad is closed. This is all done while you are
still looking away. Under these circumstances,
with ZERO questions of ANY kind, you can
instantly reveal the number, with no re-opening
of the pad. The method is just brilliant.
Remember: Any number, Any word, Any
language, Any symbol or picture.
It Gets Better! The pad is re-set and ready to go again—right in front of your
audience in less than two seconds. The pad comes complete with the marker pen
and detailed training video instruction. The video is packed with handling tips, ideas
and bonus material. To refill the pad, simply remove the spiral binder and put in
any 6 x 4 inch sheets of paper and re-thread the binder. It will take you less than one
minute. You can use any spiral pad, from any stationers—it costs less than $1.00.

45

$

Where In The World
A deck of blank cards sits on top of a black
envelope. Inside the regular black envelope,
there is a postcard. The postcard could be
from anywhere in the world. The envelope
never leaves the spectator’s view. You explain
that your friend went on vacation and sent
you the postcard. Any spectator is asked to
guess which month your friend went on
vacation. Let’s assume they say March. Next
they guess which day in March. Let’s assume they say the 14th.

ABSOLUTELY NO FORCE—THEY CAN NAME ANY MONTH, ANY DAY.
The deck of blanks are removed from their card box. Every card has a city written
on one side. March is the 3rd month. One at a time, three cards are dealt face up.
Then 14 cards are dealt once again face up. They can see different cities on all the
cards. The card that lands on March the 14th is placed onto the spectator’s hand.
The envelope is opened and the postcard is slid out. It’s from the beautiful city of
ROME. The spectator turns over the card they are holding. It says Rome!
Works in any language. Instant reset. Only one deck. No memory work. Always
deal the deck the same way. Only one envelope. No switching the card. No adding
anything. Learn and perform this miracle in 10 minutes.

45

$
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James Solberg Presents...
More Magic
Square

Methods And Tricks
This book, second of a pair,
contains entirely new methods,
tricks, puzzles and stunts involving
magic squares, along with a new
theory that explains them.
Although it builds on the previous book (sold below),
for the most part the material is self-contained. It
introduces three classes of magic squares that are easy
to construct, are surprisingly versatile, and produce
the best possible outcomes. For both 4-by-4 and 5by-5 squares, you can start from any freely chosen
number in any chosen cell and complete a magic square as fast as you can write the
numbers, using no mental mathematics beyond counting. In addition to simplifying
the construction of 4-by-4 squares, these new methods crack the code for 5-by-5
squares, making them practical for live performances.
Many new tricks are made possible by these methods, such as constructing either a
4-by-4 or 5-by-5 magic square that contains a freely chosen number in a freely
chosen cell while blindfolded, or creating a 5-by-5 square that contains up to 10
freely chosen numbers. There are ideas for reversible squares (like the one on the
cover) and non-numerical squares involving ESP cards and geometric shapes. For
those with deeper interests, the final section contains a complete theoretical treatment
of magic squares of order, five including formula covering every possible solution.

Catalog Special Only: Buy
Both Books & Save $10.00!

50

$

Magic Square

Methods And Tricks
This book introduces two previously unknown methods for
constructing 4-by-4 magic squares. Once you learn how, you
can build such magic squares quickly, directly, in real time
without having anything memorized or hidden in crib notes.
The methods are easy to learn and to perform, because you
never have to add more than two numbers at a time. In
addition, they offer unprecedented control over the outcome.
In addition to the usual tricks (any chosen sum, any number
in any cell), you can perform many magic square tricks and
stunts that would have been impractical without these new techniques. You will
also acquire a toolkit to design your own tricks, as well as tips to ensure a maximumimpact presentation.

60

$
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Brand New From Mark Edward
The
Real Deal

Mark Edward is a professional mentalist
who specializes in magic of the mind.
He has spent over 25 years in world
class venues from high-end night clubs
and theaters to hundreds of private
party and corporate events. As one of
only five specially chosen and trained
mediums in the history of Hollywood's
famed Magic Castle, he has performed
15 years of seances that helped him
perfect the role of spirit medium and
psychic entertainer.
If your goal in magic is to present those
rarified moments in real life when
strange, unexplainable instances of
something supremely odd or
paranormal happens—and you are
searching for adventurous experiments where the rubber meets the road with
demonstrations of psychic power, precognition, clairvoyance and the beyondness
of things not quite understood by science or standard magic—then Mark Edward’s
new book, “The Real Deal,” is a
resource you will want.
Each of the five fully scripted
performance pieces, including the seven
effects used in Mark’s killer “Black Dahlia
Séance,” is crafted to exploit and
entertain aspects of human nature that
make us all crave the unusual, the unique
and the truly bizarre. The author of
“Sense and Séance” has combined well
researched
antiquarian storytelling of spirit intervention and simple
conjuring techniques to create strong, easy-to-build
routines that will give your audience (or the sitters in
your séance circle) no other option but to sit back and
wonder …is this The Real Deal?

95

$
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Mark Edward Presents...

Bundles -----------------------------------------------------Class Acts --------------------------------------------------Dolphin Tears ---------------------------------------------PSI Lines ----------------------------------------------------Graphick ----------------------------------------------------Mediums Well Done -------------------------------------Top 10 Mentalism With Cards -----------------------Sense & Seance------------------------------------------Hand Springs ---------------------------------------------How To Increase Your Income With ESP --------Loose Ends -------------------------------------------------

$40
$55
$55
$35
$45
$23
$43
$90
$50
$28
$43

Silentium ----------------------------------------------------- $45
Restless Plots ---------------------------------------------- $43
Tenebrae----------------------------------------------------- $25
Edward Catalog Special
**Buy Any 2 & Save $10.00!**
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Mark Salem Presents...
Mindreading
Compendium

A collection of practical thought-reading
techniques for modern audiences.
Following up on his recent successful project
(Discover The Secrets of Mind Games,
also available at Stevens Magic Emporium),
Marc Salem’s latest Mindreading
Compendium is a peek inside someone who
has been on the front lines many times. You
will gain an incredible amount of insight and
knowledge from this project that is produced
by the winning team of Marc Salem and
Richard Mark! Stevens Magic is proud to
continue our relationship with the leaders in
the field of mentalism and to be chosen as
one of only two (Meir Yedid being the other)
distributors of these products.
This project contains details of method and actual scripting. How to respond to
the information obtained is taught in detail. You will delight in this “never before
revealed technique that can be adopted to make your work shine with humor and
mystery.”
A collection of practical thought reading techniques for modern audiences. Includes
new and original twists on standard methods and creative routines disclosed for
the first time. The complete, audience-tested, thought reading presentations include:
Two variations of the Dunninger approach, one of the Fogel method, three of the
U.F. Grant method and a major improvement on the mechanics of the Hull system.
Two of the routines come straight out of Marc Salem’s Mind Games show.
The book features details of method and actual scripting. You learn how to respond
to the information obtained. You will delight in a never-before revealed technique
that can be adopted to make your work shine with humor and mystery.
Written and published by Marc Salem and Richard Mark in 2017. Book is 6 x 9
inches, perfect bound, 110 pages with photographs. Includes templates, printed
cards and labels that you can use for your performance. All our copies have
been hand-autographed by Marc Salem.
“A long-awaited volume from a giant in our field.” – Derren Brown

65

$
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Ted K Presents...

The Ten Card Miracle

The Ten Card Miracle presentation is as follows—The
performer looks around the room and jots down some
thoughts on a piece of paper which is then folded and
pocketed by an audience member.
A deck of cards is then passed out into the audience for a
number of spectators to examine and shuffle. One
audience member is then asked to remove ten cards from
the deck and shuffle them thoroughly. Turning his back
to the crowd, the performer instructs the volunteer to
distribute nine of the cards to nine different audience
members in different parts of the room, keeping the final
card for himself. The volunteers are asked to remember
their cards and then pocket them or hide them away somewhere. The performer
faces the audience and asks all ten people to stand. He instructs them all to
concentrate on their card, and should he name the card they have in mind, they
are to immediately be seated.
Slowly at first, he begins to name cards. One by one, spectators take their seat. He
begins to call them out more quickly and the audience is aghast as more participants
sit down. There is finally one person left standing. The person holding the notes
that were jotted down before the deck of cards was even introduced is asked to
read aloud what was written down earlier. It mentions the card that the final person
will be thinking of. The person removes the card from his pocket and displays it. It
is, indeed, the card that was predicted!
The Ten Card Miracle is a routine that amazes, plays big, and has a killer
ending! Perfect for any size audience. No angles. No sleights. No extra gimmicks.
Just a deck that can be left in the audience at the end. Totally examinable. Included
in the booklet is Ted’s handling for performing the routine for youngsters using
alphabet flash cards. It’s perfect for audiences with kids of any age!

50

$

Target Number
The Manual

For 35 years, Target Number has been the highlight and
signature piece of Ted K’s show.
The performer projects a number to members of his audience.
One member receives it. An envelope is opened by the
participant describing her exact appearance in amazing detail!
That’s the basic effect, but the manual contains so much more—
tips, handlings, variations, routines, subtleties, etc. Routines
with envelopes, glass boxes, keys, watches, cash boxes, cards,
etc. Also revealed for the first time: Target Card—a gimmickfree, anytime, anywhere presentation.

200

$
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More Exclusives!
Feather Mysteries
By Steve Drury

Stevens Magic is excited to continue our association with
Steve Drury, one of the UK’s most respected performers
and authorities in the art. Feather Mysteries is a unique
study into the magick and mystery of feathers. Initially
delving into the mystical aspects of birds, before venturing
deeply into the rich realm of feathers including superstition,
symbolism, divination, ritual and many other concepts.
A dust-jacket covered hardback with 288 pages, the book
further features the author’s own ideas and performance
pieces, plus supporting contributions from Enrique
Enriquez, Docc Hilford, Neal Scryer, Marc Salem, Ron Dayton (Kotah),
Paul Gertner, Ning Cai (Mind-Magic Mistress), Jeff McBride,
Jerome Finley, Mike Kay, Mark Edward & Carl Herron
(Brother Shadow), Christian Chelman, Dr Steve Murray,
Lary Kuehn, Mary Tomich and Bill Zuerner (Balaram).
Foreword is by Richard Webster. This collection of studies
will enhance the creative process for any mystery performance
…. You may never look at a feather in the same way again!

100

$

Kidshow Matters
By Jim Kleefeld

Kidshow Matters is for and about children’s
entertainers. With 38 chapters covering 340 pages, this
hefty volume contains 46 tricks and routines, 200
illustrations and dozens of thought-provoking essays on
such important topics as managing behavior, stages of
humor, creating incongruence, maintaining continuity,
using segues, transforming utility props, engaging
children and more. Kidshow Matters is a hardcover,
casebound edition with full color cover.
“Kidshow Matters is a book of wisdom, knowledge
and kindness. It is about the serious business of creating quality entertainment
for children, entertainment that inspires, encourages and delights. From making
a personal connection with your audience, to the social behaviors
of small children, to the use of comedy for little kids, to the
effective use (and misuse) of bits and business, to segues and
callbacks, to character development, all are discussed. Unlike
‘one more magic trick, one more pretty, shiny thing,’ this is
invaluable information that will serve a performer not for one
season but for an entire career.” --Max Howard

55

$
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Eugene Bur
ger
Burger
Has Left Us!

But he left a legacy for all of us!
I have many, many memories of this kind man, who has always been a
humble and deserving person! I first got to know him years ago, when
we were looking for NEW talent to bring to the DESERT MAGIC
SEMINAR in Las Vegas back in the early 1980s. I asked Jay Marshall,
who was at the time the “Chairman of the Board”, if he know any new
talent that we could bring to the event. He mentioned to me—Eugene
Burger! I asked him why he recommended him and he told me, “He is
the hottest magic talent in Chicago at present.” Jay’s words were
always respected by me and we booked Eugene and he wowed everyone!
Here was a new and fresh talent that had not been discovered fully yet.
I got to know him from that time on until the present! He studied the
art! He was a humble and great talent and he never did have a “super
ego”! He was always free with advice to younger and older magicians.
He personified the Art Of Magic as a teacher, and those who
knew him loved him. He was a confidant to so many magicians—
especially his beloved friend, Jeff McBride, who together made a
huge success out of Jeff’s School Of Magic in teaching many magicians
the true art of magic.
I always looked forward to visiting with Eugene. His laughs were always
fun to hear and his advice was always well taken.
We will miss him, of course. He is now up in heaven with the other
great magicians who have gone on before him.
I close this writing by repeating what Joe Berg told me years ago...
“There is a difference between us magicians and a ‘Magi’” ...What is
the difference? A ‘Magi’ is a magician who has dedicated his life
in full to the art of magic! I can give no better salute to Eugene,
who was and is a ‘Magi’.
As Bill Larsen always said when a ‘Magi’ passed on... “Aloha dear
friend until we meet again.”

Joe Stevens

www.stevensmagic.com
www.stevensmagic.global
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